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Disclaimer

This information is general for the entire state. 

Due to weather patterns, traffic and material 
some comments or opinions may be more or 
less applicable to your area.

The sandier and drier areas in southwest Kansas 
are a lot different.  

Hopefully at least a few items will be helpful 
even in the southwest.



Intended Audience

Preparing for this webinar I assumed an 
audience of road managers.  Commissioners, 
Road Supervisors, and Foremen.

Grader operators may enjoy the webinar and 
learn a few things, but the webinar is not aimed 
at them..



Road Surfacing in Kansas
First I will cover some general items then talk about 
best practices.
Limestone Roads:  East of US-81 (east of Wichita and 
Salina)
Gravel and Sand Roads: West of US-81 except for 
white rock roads north of Hays.
White Rock Roads:  Soft limestone or shale that can be 
ripped and spread on the road without blasting or 
screening.  
For this talk we will just refer to all surfaced roads as 
gravel roads, and unsurfaced roads as dirt roads.  



Limestone Road



Gravel-Sand Road



White Rock Road



Public Opinion of a gravel road

• It is better than a dirt road.

• Should be paved.

• Don’t realize it is muddy
when wet & dusty when
dry.



Public Opinion of a gravel road

Johnson county calculated that per mile driven 
they were 44 times more likely to get a 
complaint about a gravel road than a paved 
road.



People don’t 
understand dirt 
roads.
We need signs 
to tell people 
dirt roads are 
slick?



And, we need signs to tell people not to 
drive on dirt roads when muddy?



And people 
drive to fast 
on gravel 
roads-but not 
here!



Public thinks the grader operator is a 
dumb.



Why would public thinks the grader 
operator is dumb?



Three Enemies of a Gravel Road?

Harold Bowers, Grader Operator at Marion 
County circa 1954

Three enemies of a gravel road?

1. Weather

2. Traffic

3. Grader Operator

“If you are not doing the right thing at the right 
time you shouldn’t be there.”



Enemies of a Gravel Road-Updated

Since 1954 we have another enemy of a gravel 
road.

Any guesses on the new enemy?

1. Weather

2. Traffic

3. Grader Operator

4. Farmer



Farming the ditches

Farming ditches is never helpful 
and one reason we need to have 
a mowing program.



Reference Material

Gravel Road Construction 
and Maintenance Guide

August 2015

152 pages 

Available from Kansas 
LTAP.





YouTube Videos on 

Gravel Road Maintenance
• How to remove a high road shoulder with a motor grader (Sam Grimshaw 4 

minutes)
• How to build a new road with a motor grader (Sam Grimshaw 6 minutes)
• How to grade a road with a motor grader (Sam Grimshaw 3 minutes)
• Maintenance of gravel roads (Sam Grimshaw 27 minutes)
• Answers to common questions about gravel roads (Minnesota 5 minutes)
• Smoothing and reshaping the traveled way (FHWA-Forest Service 17 minutes)
• Walk n roll roller (4 minutes)
• Diamond Mowers All American Disk (3 minutes)
• Tiger Mowers Claw Demo (1 minute)
• Problems with Gravel Roads VH-317 (This is a 3-part video developed by FHWA 

in 1996)  (Part 1 Materials 14 minutes, Part 2 Problems-causes, prevention and 
correction 23 minutes, Part 3 Maintenance Equipment and techniques 17 minutes)



A Good Gravel Road
Public Priority

What does the public want?
1. Smooth road
2. Track to drive in without loose material
3. Minimal amount of dust
Every time we blade a road we eliminate two of 
the priorities.  
We may be blading too much, especially in dry 
weather.



Blading Down Side

Every time we blade:
• Cut the crust, degrade aggregate(especially rock), 

and leave loose material on the road surface.
• Increases road dust.
Fact: Blading always accelerates aggregate loss.
Aggregate loss in order of magnitude:
1. Road dust
2. Thrown off road by traffic
3. Washed off road in heavy rains 
Lesson: We should only blade when necessary



Dust Control



Chlorides are most popular
dust control



Dust Control

• Most effective dust control is a tight crust, minimum 
loose material, and minimize blading.

• Only blade when material is damp and will pack 
before drying out. 

• Proper crown reduces pothole formation so we can 
stretch out dragging.

• Minimize excess loose material on road. Consider 
spot blading washboard areas and just windrow 
loose material.



What makes a good road?

“Drainage, drainage, drainage!
Tom Mulinazzi, PhD, LS & PE
Professor of Civil Engineering
Kansas University

Tom missed one.  Should have been:
Drainage, Drainage, Drainage & Drainage



Drainage Drainage Drainage
& Drainage

• Drainage – Crust that will shed water.

• Drainage –proper crown to get water to 
shoulder.

• Drainage-no high shoulder so water can get to 
ditch.

• Drainage-ditch adequate to handle most rains.



Applies only to rural roads with 
less than 400 vehicles per day.

Chapter 10 has traffic control 
guidance.

County has furnished a copy for 
the townships.  

Can obtain an additional copy 
from Kansas LTAP

Traffic Control 



Traffic Control-Dragging 

10.14 Typical Application - Gravel Road 
Maintenance (Dragging)

This application is typical maintenance (dragging of 
unpaved roads). A motor grader shall be equipped 
with a slow moving vehicle emblem, flashing lights, 
and a beacon. Flags at the ends of the moldboard 
are optional. Windrows should begin where they 
can be seen from a distance. Large windrows should 
not extend across intersections. Consider optional 
ROAD WORK AHEAD signs on Road Type A with 
poor visibility of the grader. 



Traffic Control

For any work on the road besides 

dragging you will need warning signs.

Refer to Chapter 10 of the LVR signing 
guide for examples.



Unpaved Roads Best Practices

1. Leadership defines a good gravel road.
2. Adequate supervision of graders and haulers, 

and perhaps culvert crew and mowers.
3. Grader Operator Instructions
4. Proper Crown
5. Blade to hinge point
6. Control grass inside hinge point
7. Mow foreslope & r/w
8. Test surfacing material
9. Equipment-it is not just the grader



Best Practice No. 1
What is a Good Gravel Road ?

Leadership has to agree on what a good gravel 
road is so you can communicate that to the 
workers.



Norm’s Good Gravel Road

A well maintained gravel road has the
following characteristics in priority order: 
1. Impervious crust
2. Proper crown (cross slope) ½ to ¾ in/ft.
3. Minimum amount of loose material & dust.
4. Few potholes, washboards, or ruts
5. No secondary ditches (high shoulders) 
6. Reasonable size windrow define
7. Roadside ditch sized to carry most rains.



Too much loose material-dusty and 
difficult to drive.  Too much big rock and 
bladed too dry.



Norm’s Good Gravel Road

A well maintained gravel road has the
following characteristics in priority order: 
1. Impervious crust
2. Proper crown (cross slope) define 
3. Minimum amount of loose material & dust.
4. Few potholes, washboards, or ruts
Note:  In my listing I am more concerned about 
loose material and dust than a few potholes.  
Each agency should have priority listing of what 
is a good gravel road!



Question

Which road department employee: 

1. Gets you in the most trouble

2. Inadvertently damages the road

3. Is seen by the public the most

4. You seldom see and gets the least supervision

5. Does what he wants

6. Has no written instructions

Grader Operator



Is this your Operator? 

• Likes to sit in the A/C cab and blade, but 
doesn’t like manual labor.

• Too concerned about how often they blade, 
not if they are doing any good.

• Drags too much and doesn’t spend enough 
time fixing problem areas.  



Gravel Road Problems

We spend to much time blading and not 
enough fixing.  We can do better.



Why do we continue to have these 
issues?

Inadequate supervision

Lack of instructions-training



Best Practice No. 2
Adequate Supervision

• There is a lot going on that needs coordinated.  Blading, 
grader training, culvert maintenance, check rock-gravel 
quality, hauling rock, spreading,  ditching, mowing, 
complaints and land owner actions.

• All these activities are spread out over the entire county of 
say 900 square miles.  

• Lack of supervision results in inefficiencies, poor practices, 
uncoordinated work, strange priorities, and ball dropping.



Best Practices No. 2
Adequate Supervision

• In a county unit county the road supervisor does not have 
time to properly supervise and coordinate this work.

• One supervisor that is on the road most of the time should 
be charged with all maintenance activities on gravel roads. 

• This supervisor is in charge of  all grader zones, and maybe 
truck drivers, culvert crew and mowers.  If not in charge at 
least coordinates where and when work is performed.

Note:  This supervisor still delegates.  For instance the grader 
operator usually knows where he needs rock the worst.



Best Practice No. 3
Written Grader Instructions

Without written instructions the only direction 
the grader operator has is verbal.  

Verbal is undocumented

Verbal gets misunderstood

Verbal gets forgotten

Note: When something goes wrong verbal isn’t 
worth much.



Blading Instructions content

• Purpose of blading

– Wet weather

– Dry weather

• When to blade & rotating route

• Windrows

• Crown

• Potholes

• Washboards

• Intersections



Blading Instructions Continued

• High shoulders-secondary ditches

• Ditches and ditching

• Surfacing replacement

• Minimum maintenance roads

• Tree removal and trimming

• Reporting activity and problems

• Public relations - How to handle complaints

• Safety

• One-Call procedure



Instructions where do I start?

• You don’t have to start from scratch.

• Template is available in electronic format from 
document center of Kansas County Highway 
Association website.  

• Probably will need to spend a couple of hours 
customizing the instructions for your agency.

It will be time well spent.



Best Practice No. 4
Proper Crown

An A-shaped crown (cross slope) is important for drainage.
• If too little crown, water from rain or melted snow will 

collect on the road surface and soften the crust, which 
can lead to rutting and potholes.

• If there is too much crown vehicles are hard to control 
and farm equipment may high-center and drag. 



Cross Slope (crown)

• Experts agree proper crown on unpaved road 
is 4 to 6%.  (1/2” to ¾” per foot)

• A four percent crown is minimum. 

– Four percent is ½” per foot

– 5” in 20 ft. road & 6” in a 24 ft. road

• In two pass blading system too little crown is 
much more predominant than too much 
crown.   



Two pass or Three pass

• Three pass helps attain proper crown, and 
cuts the grass on both shoulders.

• Two pass is normal blading for most agencies 
as there are so many miles to cover before 
road dries.

• Occasionally the three passes will be needed 
to restore the crown. 



Every grader should have a Slopemeter -

$200.

Proper slope is 4 to 6 percent.  (1/2 to ¾” per foot) 
Slope meters do not work with worn blades.



Can use a string line and rulers to check crown.  There 

should be a minimum of  5” crown in center 20 feet. 



Common Problem
Water runs down driveway

Water runs onto road 
from driveway sloping 
toward road.

Lack of crown so water 
runs down track and 
across road.  



Potholes

On low traffic roads most potholes are due to?

• Grader operator 



Potholes-always have insufficient  crown



Potholes

• Potholes are usually caused by poor surface 
drainage (lack of crown) and occur where water 
stands in the wheel tracks. 

• Potholes are more likely to develop on high-
traffic roads and during prolonged wet spells and 
rains. Typical locations are flat areas on top of 
hills and over cross-road culverts.  

• Prevent potholes by maintaining adequate crown 
on the roadway, and consider more crown in 
problem areas.



Wet Weather: Potholes

If surfacing material is marginal we get rutting 
(mud hole) in these areas rather than potholes.



Wet Weather: Mudholes

Minimal crown to start, traffic pounds down 
crown, Water runs down track and stands in 
the low area.
Windrow & false shoulder also holding water 
on road.



Rutting is caused by two items.

• Not enough surfacing material for traffic

• Lack of crown

Not enough crown, road gets beat down in track 
during wet spell and water stands in the road.  

Rutting



Potholes-Check Crown! 

• Check  crown in 

potholed areas and 

up the hill with a 

string line.

• Should have 5” min. 

crown in center 20 
feet.

To emphasize crown every year we should get with grader operator and 
check crown with him at random locations and trouble spots. 



Mudhole coming !

Road with high shoulders, marginal surfacing and little 
crown.  Not a bad road in good weather, will be a mudhole 
in prolonged wet weather.  



Worn blades cause high shoulders and a flat 

spot in the center of the road which will pothole 

easily. Blades should be rotated when worn ¾”



Crown & Rotating cutting edges

• Proper crown cannot be attained with worn 
cutting edges.

• Every agency should have a policy on rotating 
cutting edges when worn say ¾”

• You can rotate the blade from under the 
grader or use a blade changing tool like 
Leachrod.

• Saves money too as all the cutting edge wears.

• Consider carbide cutting edges.



Leachrod



High shoulder caused by worn blades



Best Practice No. 4
Proper Crown Summary 

Establish crown tolerance for your agency

Slopemeters in graders

Check crown on road with each operator once a 
year.

Check crown in washboard and rutting areas.

Rotate cutting edges or use carbide embedded 
blades.



Best Practice No. 5 
Blading to hinge point

• Hinge Point is where the foreslope meets the 
road surface.



Typical unpaved road

Backslope

Ditch: Flat bottom 
if R/W allows

Foreslope: 3:1 recommended, 
not steeper than 2:1.

Hinge Point



False or High Shoulder

False Shoulder

High shoulder develops when we don’t blade to 
the hinge point.



Establish a hinge point-shoulder line

• We need to establish a 
hinge point-shoulder 
line that we can blade 
to every time to prevent 
false shoulders.

• Picture at right is a good 
example.



Blading to the hinge point keeps grass in check and 
provides proper drainage off the road.



No hinge point-blading ditch to ditch.
Bad Practice



Not enough crown and false shoulders.



Best Practice No. 6
Control grass inside hinge point

Grass tends to 
grow on road 
surface next to 
the foreslope.  
Grader operator 
starts avoiding 
grass and we get 
high shoulders.



Best Practice No. 6
Control grass inside hinge point

A little grass in 
windrow is not a 
big issue.



Best Practice No. 6
Control grass inside hinge point

A lot of grass 
and sod is a 
problem.



Best Practice No. 6
Control grass inside hinge point

Solutions

Blading to the hinge point helps some. Three 
pass method cuts grass twice as often as two 
pass. 

Adequate surfacing-grass doesn’t grow well in 
rock.

Mow 

Spray  a small swath



Blading to the hinge point and thick layer of surfacing 
material keeps grass in check.



Mowing allows grader operator to cut short grass on 
road surface.



Windrow is stunting grass, but good example where 
spraying may work good.



Best Practice No. 7

Mow 

You can’t have a good gravel or dirt road without mowing.



Tall grass restricts ability of grader operator to cut 
off high shoulders and correct crown.  



Best Practice No. 7
Mowing

Mowing with a grader is expensive and inefficient



Benefits of mowing

Stunts grass inside hinge point.
Allows grader operator:
• Cut off high shoulders.
• Correct crown on dirt roads
• Pull shoulders
Provides better drainage
• Increase capacity of ditch
• Less silting in short grass
Controls brush and trees
Better sight distance improves safety
Discourages farmers from farming right-of-way
Good public relations 



How often to mow

Foreslope should be mowed at least two times 
per year, more if possible.  

Entire right-of-way should be mowed back every 
other year to control brush and tees.



Reduce Dry Weather Dragging

• If your agency drags in dry weather to control 
vegetation consider mowing instead.

• Per hour mowing costs about half of blading, 
so it will save money.



Consider mowing more and 
blading less

Sometimes we drag to control grass.

Consider this option with your grader operator 
running the mower-more applicable in dry 
weather.

1. Drag 

2. Mow side without windrow

3. Drag

4. Mow other side



Best Practice No. 8
Test Surfacing Material

• Some agencies spend hundreds of thousands 
of dollars on aggregate and don’t know what 
they are buying.  “We just buy what the 
quarry makes.” 

• Some people think that rock melts away in 
wet weather, but it may have just been rock 
with too many fines that wasn’t stable or 
blows away. 



Surfacing Material – Rock Roads

Crushed rock quality varies for many reasons. 
The ledge where the rock is extracted is the 
predominant factor in the rock hardness and 
durability, with generally harder rock in eastern 
Kansas and softer rock in central Kansas. 

Rock from the same ledge may vary widely 
depending on the amount of overburden, shale 
and clay seams, type of crusher, and amount of 
screening.



Surfacing Material – Rock Roads

While there may be little choice in the base 
hardness and soundness of the rock, we usually 
have a choice in the top size of the rock, the 
amount of fines, and the amount of clay and 
shale in the rock. 

“Crusher run”, sometimes called AB-3, costs less 
than screened rock but may not work well.



Talk to the Quarry

• Quarries usually run tests on their material.  
Ask for a test to see the P.I. and amount of 
fines in the rock.

• You won’t get the type of rock or gravel you 
need unless you ask for it.  







Engineering Properties
Fines (passing #200 sieve)

The material passing the 200 sieve is material 
smaller than 1/200th of an inch.

Adequate fines are needed for cohesion, a good 
range for fines is 5-15 percent passing the 200 
sieve.



Engineering Properties
P.I.- Plastic Index

The measure of the dry weather cohesiveness of 
fines in a material is the plastic index, also called 
P.I. 

Usually a P.I. is included in rock tests. Higher P.I. 
indicates more clay and/or shale.  

For road rock the P.I. should be in the 5-12 
percent range. 



Dry Weather: Washboards

Question:  On low traffic roads in dry weather 
most washboards are due to what?

No, it is not the grader operator going to fast, he 
can’t make the grader jump that close together.

Answer:  Poor material - lack of binder in the 
surfacing material.  or The P.I. (clay content) is 
too low.



Surfacing Material – Rock Roads

Pure limestone without any clay is not cohesive 
in dry weather and may not be suitable in areas 
prone to washboards.  Rock with a little clay or 
shale may be better.  



Pure sand washboards too.  Washboards 

are caused by lack of binder-clay.



Engineering Properties
Rock top size

Bigger rock rolls around on road and 
accumulates in windrow.

If buying crusher run limestone (AB-3), we 
sometimes allow larger top size to reduce the 
fines.

Crusher run does not usually make good 
surfacing material-we need screened rock.

For crushed rock it would be nice to have 1” top 
size, but we usually settle for 1-1/4”



Larger rock usually ends up in the windrow and is of little 
value except in wet weather mudholes.



More Info

If you struggle with engineering properties 
consider an LTAP Course.

Engineering in Public Works

1 day course offered every two years



Best Practice 9
Equipment – not just the grader

There has been a lot of innovative equipment 
developed to make operations more efficient.  
Sometimes we don’t buy that equipment 
because we can’t afford it.  Is that right?

• It costs money to do a job inefficiently.

• We get more done and save money by having 
the right equipment 



Road Groom spreads material quickly 
without damaging crust.



Road Groom pulled by tractor



One way discs to bring material back 
onto the road and break up sod.



Other Discs



Home made disc



Tiller to break up sod & dirt in high 
shoulders.



Ripper mounted rollers to compact 
material.



Home made scarifier



Scarifier at work on washboards









Unpaved Roads Best Practices

1. Leadership defines a good gravel road.
2. Adequate supervision of graders and haulers, 

and perhaps culvert crew and mowers.
3. Grader Operator Instructions
4. Proper Crown
5. Blade to hinge point
6. Control grass inside hinge point
7. Mow foreslope & r/w
8. Test surfacing material
9. Equipment-it is not just the grader



Questions?

• We are almost to the end, do we have any 
questions.  



Working Shoulders
Usually the sandier the 
area the more often 
shoulders need pulled.  
Rock roads and sand 
roads  differ on dealing 
with material from the 
shoulder.



Pulling Shoulders-First

We have to do something 
about grass and weeds 
before pulling shoulders.

• Mow

• Burn

• Disc

• Others



Pulling Shoulders-2nd

What will we do with material

Rock roads and sand roads  differ on dealing 
with material from the shoulder.

• Sand roads many times need the fines from 
the shoulders.

• Rock roads usually have enough fines and 
mixing too much dirt with the rock may result 
in stability issues.

• Trash and large rocks may be an issue.



Working Shoulders
Move windrow to other side

Usually not good idea to 
pull material directly into 
the windrow.  
Should see what you have 
and work it before mixing 
into windrow.

On Rock roads you may 
want to cut all the rock off 
next to the shoulder and lay 
the shoulder material in the 
cut area and blade the rock 
back over the top.



Have a plan for unsuitable material,
don’t make a mess.



Establish a hinge point-shoulder line

• We need to establish a 
hinge point-shoulder 
line that we can blade 
to every time to prevent 
false shoulders.

• Picture at right is a good 
example.



Have a plan for the pulled material

Sand a rock with small 
amount of grass can be 
spread out across the 
road.  

Clay and large rocks are 
problematic.

Sometimes a small 
amount of soil can be left 
on surface of rock roads to 
blow away-but not too 
much.  


